VISION
Saving lives – one firefighter at a time.

MISSION
The mission of the Safety, Health, and Survival Section of the IAFC is to support and provide leadership for the advancement of occupational safety and health within the fire service and in the greater emergency response community.
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Greetings members:

On behalf of the International Association of Fire Chiefs, I am excited and proud to present our 2022-2025 Strategic Initiatives. I would like to thank the members of the Safety, Health, and Survival Section (SHS) for their tireless hard work and commitment to this document. I owe a huge debt of gratitude to this unique and diverse group of officers for their steadfast work and dedication to being part of a team to help ensure all members are healthy and alive and everyone goes home. Safety is not a buzz word and healthy should not be just for a few. This must be our way of life.

Our most valuable resource truly is our personnel, and it takes the experiences, knowledge, and involvement of numerous people from a wide variety of communities around the world to truly make a difference, and effectively create policy and programs for the greater good of our industry’s members and their families. These programs must include recognition that to achieve a safer, healthier work environment a culture shift must occur. Leaders must understand the many facets of providing a healthy and safe work environment for our members. They must champion programs and an organizational culture that includes getting and staying physically and mentally healthy.

While our industry continues to be one of the most dangerous occupations, we must fight against all these dangers by ensuring our personnel have access to programs to help combat these dangers. The long hours, shift work, sporadic high intensity work, strong emotional involvement, and exposure to human suffering places firefighting and first response among the most stressful occupations in the world. High levels of stress, intense physical demands, arduous work and short and long-term exposure to chemicals and infectious disease contribute to heart disease, lung disease, and cancer, the three leading causes of death and occupational disease disability. Also, we can no longer ignore the ever-increasing mental health needs of our personnel.

Your SHS Section will continue to work hard together, learn from each other, and share our discoveries of the best and safest practices. We will continue to develop programs that will help ensure emergency responders return home the same way they began their shift, or even better.

Sincerely,

Scott D. Kerwood
Chair, IAFC Safety, Health, & Survival Section
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2022-2025 Strategic Initiatives

**Initiative #1**
National Fire Service Health and Safety Alliance

**Initiative #2**
NFPA 1582 compliant physical annually

**Initiative #3**
SHS Section membership value

**Initiative #4**
SHS Section Marketing and Communication Strategy

**Initiative #5**
Adoption of NFPA Advocate for 1500

**Initiative #6**
Comprehensive health/wellness-including fitness and behavioral health

---

**Members**

- Partnerships
- Barriers
- Model
- Program
- Education
- Research

---

- ID Process
- Advocate ns officer
- Partner with NFPA

---

- Partnerships
- ID obstacles
- Educate
- Research
- Fatigue
- FRCE
- Online Toolbox
- AFG Grants

---

- ID Section
- Members
- New Member Kit
- Exclusive FRI Engagement Opportunities
- Research/best practices repository

---

Safety Stand Down
Twitter
Leverage Relationships
Refine/Sharpen Brand
Feedback
SiS Website
Promotional Materials
IAFC Strategic Communications Department
NFPA Materials
SiS Staging
FESOA collaboration
Initiative #1

Continue to advocate for an International Fire Service Health and Safety Alliance to address firefighter Health, Wellness and Safety issues with a focus on firefighter safety and survival.

Action Items:
A. Continue to engage and maintain key participating organizations.
B. Identify emerging alliances and leverage International conferences/meetings to engage stakeholders.
C. Identify key areas of consensus for collaboration.
D. Identify joint implementation strategies.
Initiative #2

Develop a method to help ensure a sustainable process for every firefighter to obtain an NFPA 1582 compliant physical assessment on an annual basis.

Action Items:
A. Identify stakeholders to develop partnerships for providing NFPA 1582 compliant physical assessment on an annual basis.
B. Identify obstacles preventing firefighters from receiving NFPA 1582 physicals (ongoing).
C. Develop a tiered physical assessment process.
D. Work with research that is being conducted in order to educate physicians and fire departments (ongoing).
E. Work to provide Physicians guide for NFPA 1582 Physicals.
F. Investigate the role fatigue plays in safety of fire service members.
Initiative #3

Provide our membership with “value” for being a Section Member.

Action Items:
A. Develop a mechanism to better identify Section members to participate in Section initiatives and activities.
B. Develop a ‘new member’ kit to be distributed to new Section members.
C. Provide Section members with exclusive FRI engagement opportunities.
D. Develop a multi-level safety and wellness repository of research and best practices available to Safety, Health, & Survival Section members only.
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**Initiative #4**

Improve our marketing and communication strategy to reach the entire fire service.

Action Items:

A. Work with strategic partners such as NVFC, NFPA, and FireRescue1 to increase awareness of the Safety Stand Down.
B. Continue to promote the Twitter account (@IAFC_SHS) as the primary means to communicate on social media. Promote SHS Section via social media and encourage IAFC members to join the Section. Cross over to LinkedIn and share by SHS directors and collaborators on social media.
C. Establish and/or leverage relationships with fire service affinity groups in an effort to expand audience base.
D. Continue to maneuver and refine/sharpen our brand to become synonymous with professional leadership.
E. Develop and implement an evaluation system capable of providing the Board of Directors with feedback on the initiative.
F. Update look and content on SHS website. Add twitter feed on site.
G. Continue to partner with the IAFC communications area and corporate partners to promote the SHS section.
H. Develop promotional materials for distribution promoting the SHS Section.
I. Continue development and expansion of the SHS Staging area with active participation from those on the list.
J. Continue development of FRI collaboration and promotion with Fire Department Safety Officers Association (FDSOA).
K. Partner with corporate sponsor liaisons to promote the SHS section.
Initiative #5

Develop a comprehensive health and wellness process including physical fitness and behavioral health.

Action Items:
A. Continue to develop partnerships with stakeholders for the development of a Comprehensive Health and Wellness Program.
B. Continue to identify barriers preventing departments from implementing a Comprehensive Health and Wellness Program.
C. Continue to educate the fire service about the need for a Comprehensive Health and Wellness Program.
D. Continue research, programming, training development, and advocacy for bullying, harassment, and violence prevention.
E. Develop a model Comprehensive Health and Wellness Program.
Initiative #6
Advocate for the adoption of NFPA 1500 in all Fire Departments.

Action Items:
A. Identify a process to implement Appendix “B” of NFPA 1500 in all Fire Departments.
B. Advocate for the role of Health and Safety Officer in all fire departments.
C. Partner with NFPA for their next needs assessment to determine what percentage of the international fire service adopted NFPA 1500 and what aspects have been adopted.